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* Withheld *

P0040-02

Anglo Beef Processors Ireland 
Unlimited Company

Odour / Smells

15/07/2022  13:00

Anglo Beef Processors Ireland t/a 
ABP Proteins Waterford

Yes

Property

As a Christendom Estate residents we experience very poor air quality and horrible smell 
from the factory nearly everyday. We try to close the windows when the smell becomes 
very bad but it does not always work. Sometimes its so bad that it is inside the house too. 
My child is very sensitive to the smells he gets vomiting when the smell is that bad. I've 
got migraines since we moved to the area. And we are thinking to move away because of 
the factory. But because of the housing crisis it's so difficult to do unfortunately. 
There are 117 houses in our estate and the majority of them are working families with one 
or few kids. We have tens of kids playing outside everyday during good weather. And I 
don't know how is that related but the worst smells are usually on a nice sunny days. All 
children have no other option as to breath that stinky horrible smell. It's absolutely 
disgusting smell of dead animals. 
Trucks that come to the factory cross 2 schools on their way. One thing they come as 
close as 15 cm away from walking pathway where kids are going to or from school. They 
leave spillages quite often that small so badly for a long time. The health and safety of our 
children is neglected absolutely. The narrow pathway is dangerous itself as it's for one  
person walking size wide. When parents try to walk with the pram and meet somebody on 
their way they have to go on the roadway. Kids walking from school can push each other 
or accidently fall under those trucks one day. I know it's another problem we have here in 
Ferrybank. But my point is those disgusting smelly trucks are driving just right beside 
those kids and people walking on that only narrow and dangerous pathway. The smell is 
difficult to explain how bad it is. It literally making people of all ages vomit, people get 
headaches and the quality of their life is very low because of that.
To resolve the issue instead of hundreds of families moving away, the factory has to be 
closed there. 
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Organisation:
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Licence Details

Complainant Details

Complaint Details
Issue / Theme:

Affects Complainants:

Date of Occurrence:

Duration:

Complaint Detail:

Reported to Licensee 
by complainant:

Record Created On:

4 hours

Received Date: 22/07/2022

Eden SystemRecord Created By:

Odour Details
Issue Experienced: Both Inside & Outside House

Precipitation:
Odour Persistence:

Wind Strength:

Complaint Description and Location

Temperature:

Complaint Summary Report
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Christendom Avenue, FerrybankComplaint Location:

Complainant Contact 
with Licensee:

Complaint Summary Report
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